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1 Report Information

Client Information

Client Name. xxxx x.

Client Phone xxx xxx xxxx

Property Information

Approximate Year 

Built

N/A

Approximate Square 

Footage

N/A

Number of Bedroom(s) 

- Bath(s)

3 // 1.5

House Direction East

Inspection Information

Inspection Date xxxxxx xx xxxx

Weather Conditions Sunny -3 c.

Introduction

At your request, a visual inspection of the above listed property was performed.  Southwest 

Home Inspections Inc. is pleased to submit the enclosed report.  This report is a professional 

opinion based on the visual inspection of the accessible components of the property.

Please understand that there are limitations to the inspection.  Many components of the 

property are not visible during the inspection and very little historical information is provided in 

advance of the inspection.  While we can reduce the risk of purchasing a property, we cannot 

eliminate it, nor do we assume it.  Even the most comprehensive inspection cannot be 

expected to reveal every condition you may consider significant to ownership.

Your attention is directed to your copy of the inspection agreement.  It more specifically 

explains the scope of the inspection and the limit of our liability in performing this inspection.  

We are not associated with any party to the transaction of this property, except as may be 

disclosed to you.

Southwest Home Inspections Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Disclaimer
INSPECTION AGREEMENT

(PLEASE READ CAREFULLY)

You agree to pay the fee stated above for the performance of the services at the property listed above.  This amount shall be paid in full prior to the 
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completion of the services.  Should you fail to pay the agreed upon fee(s), you shall be responsible for paying any and all fees associated with collection, 

including but not limited to administration costs, legal fees, and cost of litigation.                                                                                                                                  

This is a report of a visual inspection of readily accessible areas in accordance with the terms and conditions herein:

Southwest Home Inspections Inc. agrees to conduct an inspection for the purpose of informing the CLIENT of major deficiencies in the condition of the 

building, subject to the UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY below.  The inspection and report are performed and prepared 

for the sole, confidential and exclusive use and possession of the CLIENT.  We reserve the right to modify the report for a period of time that shall not 

exceed forty-eight (48) hours after the report has been first delivered to you.  The written report will include the following only:  Structural conditions and 

basement, electrical, plumbing, hot water heater, heating and cooling system/s, garage (attached/detached), quality and condition of major systems, general 

interior condition (walls, ceilings, floors), windows, insulation, ventilation, general exterior condition (roof, gutters, chimney, drainage, grading), kitchen 

appliances.  Should we, as a courtesy, exceed any particular requirement set forth in one area, we shall not be obligated to exceed the requirements in other 

areas.

It is understood and agreed that this inspection will be of readily accessible areas of the building and is limited to visual observations of apparent conditions 

existing at the time of the inspection only.  Latent and concealed defects and deficiencies are excluded from the inspection.  Equipment, items and systems 

will not be dismantled.  Anything not readily observable because it is concealed or inaccessible due to obstructions including (but not limited to) floor 

coverings, suspended ceiling tiles, insulation, furniture or other personal property, soil, vegetation, water, ice or snow, cannot be inspected.  We are not 

required to move or disturb such items in order to diminish or eliminate the obstruction.  No destructive measures will be performed or any actions that will, 

in the opinion of the inspector, likely involve risk to persons or property.  Water/moisture leaks seepage and drainage problems are often only visible during 

or after a certain amount of rain.  It is thus impossible to observe water/moisture leaks seepage and drainage problems unless the inspection is conducted 

during or immediately after a rain sufficient to reveal such problems.

Maintenance and other items may be discussed, but they are not a part of our inspection.  The report is not a compliance inspection of certification for past 

or present governmental codes or regulations of any kind.

The inspection and report do not address and are not intended to address the possible presence of or danger from any potentially harmful substances and 

environmental hazards including but not limited to mould, radon gas, lead based paint, asbestos, urea formaldehyde, toxic or flammable chemicals and 

water and airborne hazards.  Also excluded are inspections of and report on swimming pools, wells, septic systems, central vacuum systems, water 

softeners, sprinkler systems, fire and safety equipment, underground fuel storage tanks, and the presence or absence of rodents, termites and other insects.

UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The inspector is a generalist and is not a licensed engineer or expert in any specified craft or trade.  If the inspector recommends further action, including 

(but not limited to) consulting with a specialized expert(s), you must do so at your expense or otherwise assume all risks associated with failure to do so.  

This inspection is not technically exhaustive.  The fee charged for this inspection is substantially less than that of a technically exhaustive inspection.

It is understood and agreed that Southwest Home Inspections Inc. and/or its agents is not insurer and that the inspection and report are not 

intended or be construed as a guarantee or warranty of the adequacy, performance or condition of any structure, item or system at the 

property address.  The CLIENT hereby releases and exempts Southwest Home Inspections Inc. and/or its agents of and from all liability 

and responsibility for the cost of repairing or replacing any unreported defect or deficiency and or for any consequential damage, property 

damage or personal injury of any nature.  In the event that Southwest Home Inspections Inc. and/or its agents are found liable due to 

breach of contract, breach of warranty, negligence, negligent misrepresentation, negligent hiring or any other theory of liability, then the 

liability of Southwest Home Inspections Inc. and/or its agents shall be limited to a sum equal to the amount of the fee paid by the CLIENT 

for the inspection and report.  If CLIENT requests a re-inspection, the re-inspection is also subject to all the terms and conditions set forth 

in this agreement. You understand and agree that any claim(s) or complaint(s) arising out of or related to any alleged act or omission of 

Southwest Home Inspections Inc. in connection with the services shall be reported to us, in writing, within ten (10) business days of 

discovery.  Unless there is an emergency condition, you agree to allow us a reasonable period of time to investigate the claim(s) or 

complaint(s) by, among other things, re-inspection before you, or anyone acting on your behalf, repairs, replaces, alters or modifies the 

system or component that is subject matter of the claim.  You understand and agree that any failure to timely notify us and allow adequate 

time to investigate as stated above shall constitute a complete bar and waiver of any and all claims you may have against us related to the 

alleged act or omission unless otherwise prohibited by law.  Any legal action arising from this Agreement or from the Services and Report, 

including (but not limited to) the arbitration proceeding (in accordance with the rules of the Arbitration and Mediation Institute of 

Canada), must be commenced within one (1) year from the date of the Services.  Failure to bring such an action within this time period 

shall be a complete bar to any such action and a full and complete waiver of any rights, or claims based thereon.  This time limitation 

period may be shorter than otherwise provided by law.  Acceptance and understanding of this agreement are hereby acknowledged:

Southwest Home Inspections Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Limitations and Exclusions

- Concealed or inaccessible structural components are not inspected (including items that are within the crawlspace, 
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underground or contained inside walls, concrete slabs, or other closed portions of the building, or otherwise concealed by 

fixtures, appliances, furnishings, personal property, and/or vegetation).  

Engineering or architectural services such as calculation of structural capacities, adequacy, or integrity are not part of a home 

inspection.

- Termites, wood boring insects, fungus, rodents, or other pests are outside the scope of this inspection. (only a licensed pest 

control inspector can legally inspect for these conditions).

- The entire underside of the roof sheathing is not inspected for evidence of leakage.

Evidence of prior leakage may be disguised by interior finishes.

Leakage can develop at any time and may depend on the rain intensity and/or wind direction.

Roof inspection may be limited by the type of roof coverings, access, roof condition, weather, etc.

- The inspection of solid fuel fireplace/s is visual in nature.  It Does not involve igniting or extinguishing fires.

- The inspection does not include an assessment of geological, geotechnical, hydrological conditions, or environmental 

hazards.

Recreational facilities, shutters, awnings, or similar seasonal accessories, erosion control, planters, outbuildings, sheds, 

seawalls, break-walls, docks, and retaining walls and/or other earth stabilization measures are not included in this home 

inspection.

Snow and / or ice can restrict an inspection of the various aspects of the exterior of the house.

- A representative sampling of outlets and light fixtures are tested.  Concealed electrical components behind surfaces are not 

inspected.

The inspection does not include remote control devices, alarm systems and components, low voltage wiring systems, 

antennae, computer wiring, satellite or cable TV systems, fire sprinklers,  and/or other components that are not part of the 

primary electrical power distribution system.

- Furnace heat exchanger and the interior of the flue liner as well as distribution balance are not inspected as it requires a 

licensed HVAC contractor.

concealed oil tank/s and associated components are not included in this inspection.

- Insulation and ventilation type in concealed areas are not inspected.  Insulation and vapor barriers are not disturbed.  No 

destructive tests are performed.

Any estimates of insulation R-values or depths are rough average values.

Potentially hazardous materials such as asbestos and Urea Formaldehyde Foam Insulation (UFFI) cannot be positively 

identified without a detailed inspection and laboratory analysis.  This is beyond the scope of the inspection.

An analysis of indoor air quality is not part of our inspection unless explicitly contracted -  for and discussed in a separate 

report.

- Concealed portions of the plumbing system are not inspected.  Condition of underground pipes or sewer systems is not 

determined as part of this inspection.    

Swimming pools, wells, septic systems, water softeners, sprinkler systems, fire / safety equipment, and underground fuel 

storage systems are excluded from this home inspection.

- Furniture, storage and/or wall hangings are not moved to permit inspection and may conceal defects.

Carpeting, window treatments, wallpaper, and other finish treatments are not inspected.

Recent renovations and / or interior painting may conceal historical evidence.

- As prescribed in the inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only.  Moving appliances for the purpose of inspection is 

outside the scope of this home inspection.  The appliances are inspected only to determine the presence of connected fuel 

supplies, water and drainage piping, where applicable.  Barbeque grills, patio heaters, as well as exterior gas fireplaces and 

associated components are not included as part of this home inspection.

It is recommended that appliances be tested during any scheduled pre-closing walk through.  Like any mechanical device, an 

appliance could malfunction at any time.

- Homes built before the 1980's may include asbestos in plaster walls and ceilings, insulation, HVAC ducting, boilers, floor, or 

ceiling tiles.  Asbestos can be a health risk if disturbed during maintenance, renovation, or demolition.  Environmental issues 

are beyond the scope of this home inspection.  Professional asbestos abatement specialist should be contacted for further 

guidance. 

Southwest Home Inspections Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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2 Report Summary Page

Recommend installation of new smoke and carbon monoxide detectors as soon as possible.  Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a 

tasteless, colourless and odourless poisonous gas. It is produced when fuels such as natural gas, oil, wood, propane and 

kerosene don’t get enough air to burn up completely. Damaged or blocked venting inside home heating systems can allow CO 

to build up inside a home. Statistics show that over 15% of incidents investigated at private dwellings or residential locations 

involved CO.  Fire is the third leading cause of accidental death in Canada. Approximately 85% of fire deaths occur in the home, 

and most are due to smoke inhalation. Properly installed and maintained smoke detectors (alarms) are the first line of defence 

to warn you of a fire in time for you to escape. Think of them as an early warning system to help save lives!  

CommentCondition#Section

Roof Observation 14 () Attics with blown-in insulation cannot be safely inspected due to 

the limited visibility of the framing structure upon which the 

inspector must walk. Evidence of high moisture and bacterial 

growth was observed to the sheathing and roofing components 

(mainly west side). This condition is usually caused by a lack of 

proper ventilation, condensation, excessive moisture build up, and 

/ or inadequate insulation. The firewall was damaged.  

Recommend repair.  (A firewall is generally considered any wall 

between two units or living space and garage.) Client is advised 

to consult with a licensed contractor for further evaluation and 

corrective work. 

() See bathroom section for more information.               

Grounds 

Observation

15 () Negative grading (low spots) were observed along the 

foundation. Recommend adding additional backfill to create the 

proper slope away from the house to allow for effective drainage. 

Water seepage into crawl spaces, basements and under 

foundations are primarily caused by inadequate removal of 

rainwater from the perimeter of the house.    

Exterior Observation 24 () The fence was leaning and needs repair and / or sections 

replaced.    

Exterior Observation 26 () The exterior door is metal. The exterior door appeared to be 

damaged. No immediate concerns were noted at the time of 

inspection.  Repairs or replacement is recommended.  Consult 

with a licensed contractor for further guidance and corrective 

work.   

Kitchen Observation 39 () The kitchen faucet appeared to be loose or improperly installed 

at the time of the inspection.  Repair is recommended.     

Kitchen Observation 41 () The cook top is electric. The oven/range was in operational 

condition at the time of the inspection.  This does not however 

guarantee future conditions after the time of inspection. 

() Note: range plug and / or receptacle appeared to be damaged. 

Recommend a licensed electrician further evaluate and correct 

condition.   

Main Bathroom 

Observation

49 () No GFCI receptacle was noted in the bathroom. The sample of 

visible and accessible switches and / or outlets tested appeared 
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to be in serviceable condition at the time of inspection.    

  

Main Bathroom 

Observation

50 () The bathroom exhaust ventilation appeared to be terminated in 

the attic just above the bathroom.  Ideally the exhaust should 

extend to the exterior to prevent excessive moisture build up.  For 

further assistance client is advised to consult with a qualified 

contractor.  

() Note: bacterial growth was observed at the attic area (above 

bathroom).  

Main Bathroom 

Observation

52 () The bathtub drained slowly. This may be an indication of a 

plumbing problem or simple cleaning may be needed.  Client 

should contact a licensed plumber for further assistance. 

() The shower faucet dripped when shut off.  Recommend repair 

as needed.         

Second Bathroom 

Observation

55 () No GFCI receptacles were observed near the sink area. The 

sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets tested 

appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of inspection.    

  

Second Bathroom 

Observation

56 () The exhaust fan did not operate or was disconnected in bath.  

Recommend repair as needed.  

  

Electrical 

Observation

80 () The panel appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

the inspection.

() The panel cover was missing screws at the time of inspection. 

Recommend installation of proper screws. 

() Loose, damaged, or painted  switch / outlets was observed. 

Recommend further evaluation and repairs by a licensed 

electrician.     

() The waterproof cover on the exterior outlet was broken or 

missing.  Recommend repair or replacement for safety. 
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

3 Roof Observation

Roof Covering

() The roof was inspected by viewing with high power binoculars. 

The roof was not mounted due to weather, height, and/or slope. 

Accurate and precise assessment of the shingles can only be 

determined by mounting the roof.      

***1) Method of Inspection

() The main roof was constructed with a gable style design.   ***2) Roof Style

() The primary roofing material is asphalt composition shingles. 

  
***3) Roofing Material(s)

() One layer of roof shingles appeared to be present at the time of 

inspection.    
***4) Number of Layers

() The estimated age of the roof is 5-6 years.  ***5) Estimated Age 

(based on roof 

condition)

() The roof covering showed normal wear for its age and appeared 

to be in serviceable condition at the time of the inspection.     
AS6) General Roof 

Condition

() The visible and accessible portion of the flashings appeared to be 

in serviceable condition at the time of inspection.     
AS7) Flashing Condition

() The gutter system appeared to be in serviceable condition at the 

time of the inspection.    
AS8) Gutter - Downspouts 

Condition

Attic Area

() Attic access is located at the upper bedroom.  ***9) Access Location

() Viewed from the ladder. The attic inspection was limited to those 

areas visible from the access.    
***10) Method of 

Inspection

() The roof appeared to be constructed with truss framing. ***11) Roof Frame Type
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 3 Roof Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

    

() The attic ventilation consists of ridge and soffit vents.          ***12) Attic Ventilation

() The attic has blown-in insulation. The approximate depth of the 

insulation is 6 +/- inches.             
***13) Attic Insulation

() Attics with blown-in insulation cannot be safely inspected due to 

the limited visibility of the framing structure upon which the inspector 

must walk. Evidence of high moisture and bacterial growth was 

observed to the sheathing and roofing components (mainly west 

side). This condition is usually caused by a lack of proper 

ventilation, condensation, excessive moisture build up, and / or 

inadequate insulation. The firewall was damaged.  Recommend 

repair.  (A firewall is generally considered any wall between two 

units or living space and garage.) Client is advised to consult with a 

licensed contractor for further evaluation and corrective work. 

() See bathroom section for more information.               

R14) General Attic 

Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 4 Grounds Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

4 Grounds Observation

Grading

() Negative grading (low spots) were observed along the foundation. 

Recommend adding additional backfill to create the proper slope 

away from the house to allow for effective drainage. Water seepage 

into crawl spaces, basements and under foundations are primarily 

caused by inadequate removal of rainwater from the perimeter of 

the house.    

R15) Grading Condition

Driveways - Sidewalks - Walkways

() The driveway material is asphalt. Minor depressions and cracks 

were observed.  The driveway appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.      

AS16) Driveway -  

Condition

() The walkway material is concrete. The walkway appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of inspection. 

      

AS17) Walkway - 

Condition

Vegetation
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 4 Grounds Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

() Trees and/or shrubs were in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.  
AS18) Trees - shrubs 

Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 5 Exterior Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

5 Exterior Observation

Front - Back Entrance

() Minor settlement was observed at the concrete built front porch.  

Although no immediate concern was observed at the time of 

inspection, recommend sealing along wall, or any settled areas.  

Over time, settlement can cause water penetration at the house 

wall.             

AS19) Front Porch 

Condition

() Minor settlement was observed at the concrete poured patio. No 

immediate concern was observed at the time of inspection, 

recommend sealing along wall, or any settled areas. Over time, 

settlement can cause water penetration at the house wall.     

AS20) Patio Condition

() The exterior spigot(s) were valved off, disconnected, or winterized 

and therefore were not able to be tested.  Client is advised to obtain 

information or verification from homeowner.     

NI21) Exterior Spigot(s) 

Condition

Exterior Walls

() The visible and accessible areas of the exterior siding material are 

brick and aluminum. The visible and accessible portions of the 
AS22) Exterior Siding 

Condition
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   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

exterior wall coverings appeared to be in serviceable condition at 

the time of the inspection.    

() The visible and accessible areas of the exterior trim is metal. 

Caulking and sealing is recommended at exterior trim areas, 

windows, and doors to reduce possible rainwater entry. Caulking 

and sealing should be performed on a regular basis. Where present, 

the material under metal or vinyl trim was not visible and the 

condition could not be determined.    

AS23) Exterior Trim 

Condition

() The fence was leaning and needs repair and / or sections 

replaced.    
R24) Fencing Condition

Exterior Windows - Doors

() The panes appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.    
AS25) Exterior Windows 

Condition

() The exterior door is metal. The exterior door appeared to be 

damaged. No immediate concerns were noted at the time of 

inspection.  Repairs or replacement is recommended.  Consult with 

a licensed contractor for further guidance and corrective work.   

R26) Exterior Doors 

Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 6 Interior Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

6 Interior Observation

Walls - Ceilings - Floors

() The interior walls are drywall. There were common / typical 

settlement type cracks observed to the interior walls.  
AS27) Walls Condition

() The interior ceilings are drywall. Common cracks were observed 

at the time of the inspection. 

 

AS28) Ceilings Condition

() Floating laminate type flooring was / carpet noted.   AS29) Floors Condition

() Inspection of the closets was limited due to the extensive personal 

items storage.  The visible and accessible portions of the closets 

appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of inspection.        

LTD30) Closets Condition

() Furnishings, pictures, wall coverings, and personal items storage 

prevented a full visual inspection of all areas. Conditions can 

change between the time of inspection and closing. Client is advised 

to perform a careful check of all areas during final walk through. 

Client is advised to note any staining or conditions that may not 

have been visible during the time of inspection. Such conditions 

should be brought to your Realtor (if applicable) or Attorney's 

attention prior to closing of this property. The general condition of 

the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and floors 

appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection.   

LTD31) General Interior 

Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 6 Interior Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

Windows - Doors

() The sample of windows tested were operational at the time of the 

inspection.  
AS32) Interior Windows 

Condition

() The interior doors appeared to be in serviceable condition at the 

time of the inspection.  
AS33) Interior Doors 

Condition

() The interior stairs / railings appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection.   
AS34) Stairs - Railings 

Condition

Electrical Conditions

() The sample of visible and accessible electrical switches and 

outlets appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. 

() See electrical section for more information.    

AS35) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

See summary page.
S36) Smoke - CO 

Detectors
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 7 Kitchen Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

7 Kitchen Observation

Kitchen Sink - Counter tops - Cabinets

() The visible portion of the kitchen counters appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of the inspection.      
AS37) Counters Condition

() The kitchen cabinets appeared to be in serviceable condition at 

the time of inspection.   
AS38) Cabinets Condition

() The kitchen faucet appeared to be loose or improperly installed at 

the time of the inspection.  Repair is recommended.     
R39) Sink Plumbing 

Condition

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior kitchen 

walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the time of the 

inspection.    

AS40) General Kitchen 

Condition

Appliances

() The cook top is electric. The oven/range was in operational 

condition at the time of the inspection.  This does not however 

guarantee future conditions after the time of inspection. 

R41) Stove - Range 

Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 7 Kitchen Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

() Note: range plug and / or receptacle appeared to be damaged. 

Recommend a licensed electrician further evaluate and correct 

condition.   

() The fan / hood and light were in operational condition at the time 

of the inspection.  
AS42) Hood Fan 

Condition

() The refrigerator was in operational condition at the time of the 

inspection.  This does not however guarantee future conditions after 

the time of inspection.   

AS43) Refrigeration 

Condition

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.      

AS44) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition
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 Southwest Home Inspections Inc 8 Laundry Room Observation

   AS = Appears Serviceable   |   R = Repair   |   S = Safety   |   MT = Maintenance   |   NA = Not Available   |   NV = 

Not Visible   |   FI = Further Invest.   |   NI = Not Inspected   |   *** = None   |   LTD = Limited Inspection   |   MO = 

Monitor Condition

8 Laundry Room Observation

Plumbing

() The laundry sink appeared to be in serviceable condition at the 

time of the inspection.     
AS45) Laundry Tub - 

Faucet Condition

() The sample of visible and accessible electrical switches and 

outlets appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection. 

  

AS46) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

() Washer and dryer were not tested as they were full with clothings.  

Removing or disturbing personal items is outside the scope of this 

inspection.    

NI47) Washer - Dryer 

Condition

() Laundry room inspection was limited due to the extensive 

personal items storage and/or restricted access.  Moving or 

disturbing personal items is outside the scope of this inspection. The 

visible and accessible areas of the laundry room appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of inspection.     

() For increased fire safety, any flexible duct should be replaced with 

hard metal duct to reduce lint build up. The accumulation of lint can 

become a fire hazard.  Cleaning is recommended on regular basis. 

() Recommend installation of steel braided washer hoses. This will 

reduce the possibility of existing rubber hose breakage, which can 

occur over time.   

LTD48) General Laundry 

Room Condition
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9 Main Bathroom Observation

Electrical Conditions

() No GFCI receptacle was noted in the bathroom. The sample of 

visible and accessible switches and / or outlets tested appeared to 

be in serviceable condition at the time of inspection.    

  

S49) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

() The bathroom exhaust ventilation appeared to be terminated in 

the attic just above the bathroom.  Ideally the exhaust should extend 

to the exterior to prevent excessive moisture build up.  For further 

assistance client is advised to consult with a qualified contractor.  

() Note: bacterial growth was observed at the attic area (above 

bathroom).  

R50) Vent Fan Condition

Shower - Tub - Toilet - Sink

() The sink, faucet, and drain appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.   
AS51) Sink - Faucet 

Condition
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() The bathtub drained slowly. This may be an indication of a 

plumbing problem or simple cleaning may be needed.  Client should 

contact a licensed plumber for further assistance. 

() The shower faucet dripped when shut off.  Recommend repair as 

needed.         

R52) Shower - Tub 

Condition

() The toilet appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.       
AS53) Toilet Condition

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior 

bathroom walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the 

time of the inspection.   

AS54) General Bathroom 

Condition
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10 Second Bathroom Observation

Electrical Conditions

() No GFCI receptacles were observed near the sink area. The 

sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets tested 

appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of inspection.    

  

S55) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

() The exhaust fan did not operate or was disconnected in bath.  

Recommend repair as needed.  

  

R56) Vent Fan Condition

Shower - Tub - Toilet - Sink

() The sink, faucet, and drain appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection. 
AS57) Sink - Faucet 

Condition

() The toilet appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.   

       

AS58) Toilet Condition

() The general condition of the visible and accessible interior 

bathroom walls, ceilings, and floors appeared serviceable at the 

time of the inspection.   

AS59) General Bathroom 

Condition
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11 Plumbing Observation

Main Water Line

() The visible material of the main line / pipe appeared to be copper. 

The visible portion of the main pipe and valve appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of the inspection. 

  

AS60) Service Line 

Type(s) - Condition

Water Supply Lines

() The visible material used for the supply lines is copper pipes. The 

visible portions of the supply lines appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of inspection.  All of the supply lines were not 

fully visible or accessible at the time of the inspection. 

LTD61) Supply Line - 

Type(s) - Condition

Drain - Waste Lines

() The visible portions of the ABS waste lines appeared to be in 

serviceable condition at the time of inspection.  All of the waste lines 

were not fully visible or accessible at the time of the inspection. 

Condition of underground pipes or sewer systems is not determined 

as part of this inspection.                 

LTD62) Waste Lines 

Type(s) - Condition

() Pressure and drainage appeared to be adequate at the time of 

inspection.

  

AS63) Pressure - Drainage 

Condition

Water Heater(s)

() The fuel for the water heater is gas.  ***64) Water Heater Type

() The water heater is located at the basement.  ***65) Water Heater 

Location

() The capacity of the water heater is 50 gallons.   ***66) Water Heater 

Capacity

() The water heater was operable at the time of inspection.  This 

does not however guarantee future performance, operation, or 

condition.     

AS67) Water Heater 

Conditions
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12 Heating - Air Observation

Heating

() N/A  ***68) Location of Unit

() The heating system is electric baseboard. ***69) Heating Type

() N/A  ***70) Estimated Age

() The heating system was operational at time of inspection. All of 

the baseboards were operational at the time of inspection. This is 

not an indication of future operation or condition.   

AS71) General Heating 

System Condition

Air Condition - Cooling

() Window or wall air conditioning units were present and are not 

tested as part of our inspection. Only central air conditioning units 

are inspected as part of our services. 

***72) Type of Cooling 

System

() Window or wall air conditioning units were present and are not 

tested as part of our inspection.  Only central air conditioning units 

are inspected as part of our services.   

NI73) AC Unit Condition
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13 Electrical Observation

Service Drop - Weatherhead

() The electrical service is underground.    NV74) Electrical Service 

Condition

() The main grounding rod or water pipe ground connection was not 

visible or found at the time of the inspection.  Tracing of circuits is 

not performed. Client should consult an electrician for confirmation 

and location of ground.  

NV75) Grounding 

Condition

Main Electrical Panel

() The main electric panel is located at the basement.  ***76) Electrical Panel 

Location

() The panel rating is 100 Amperes.  ***77) Panel Amperage 

Rating

() Circuit breakers.  ***78) Circuit Protection 

Type

() A combination of plastic insulated (romex) copper type wire is 

present.        
AS79) Wiring Type

() The panel appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

the inspection.

() The panel cover was missing screws at the time of inspection. 

Recommend installation of proper screws. 

() Loose, damaged, or painted  switch / outlets was observed. 

Recommend further evaluation and repairs by a licensed electrician.     

() The waterproof cover on the exterior outlet was broken or missing.  

Recommend repair or replacement for safety. 

R80) Electrical Panel 

Condition
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() N/A  NA81) Arc Fault(s)
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14 Basement Observation

Walls - Ceilings - Floors

() The basement stairs / railing appeared to be in serviceable 

condition at the time of the inspection.   
AS82) Basement Stairs 

Condition

() N/A  ***83) Finished Walls 

Condition

() The basement ceiling is unfinished (exposed joists).  

 
***84) Finished Ceilings 

Condition

() The basement floor is unfinished (exposed concrete).  

 
***85) Finished Floors 

Condition

() N/A  NA86) Windows Condition

() The sample of visible and accessible switches and / or outlets 

tested appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of 

inspection.     

  

AS87) Receptacles - 

Lighting Condition

() N/A  NA88) Sump Pump(s) 

Condition

() Furnishings, pictures, wall coverings, and personal items storage 

prevented a full visual inspection of all areas. Conditions can 

change between the time of inspection and closing. Client is advised 

to perform a careful check of all areas during final walk through. 

Client is advised to note any staining or conditions that may not 

have been visible during the time of inspection. Such conditions 

should be brought to your Realtor (if applicable) or Attorney's 

attention prior to closing of this property. The general condition of 

the visible and accessible interior walls, ceilings, and floors 

appeared serviceable at the time of the inspection.    

LTD89) General Basement 

Condition
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15 Foundation Observation

Foundation

() The foundation type is full basement.     ***90) Foundation Type

() The visible and accessible areas of the foundation walls are 

poured concrete.    
***91) Foundation Walls 

Condition

() The foundation floor is concrete.  ***92) Foundation Floors 

Condition

() The visible and accessible areas of the foundation walls and 

floors appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of the 

inspection.  

LTD93) General Foundation 

Condition

Flooring Structure

() The wood framing floor system was constructed of  floor joists.  AS94) Flooring(s) Type - 

Condition

() The main beam is steel.  AS95) I Beam(s) Type - 

Condition

() The main support post(s) is steel.  AS96) Support Post(s) 

Type - Condition

() The visible and accessible areas of the wood frame flooring 

system appeared to be in serviceable condition at the time of the 

inspection.  

LTD97) General Flooring 

Condition
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